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PREFACE
This project report has grown out of the two years' experience
of Field Education: in teaching as a teacher of the junior group at
Westside Community Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, and as the
Associate Superintendent of the Elementary Department at Pattillo
Memorial Methodist Church.
This procedure has served for me the value of combining theory
with practice, I have learned by doing, under expert guidance. The
field education is thus well undergirded by the philosophy and content
background.
This has given me a unique experience of working with a Negro
church as well as a white church. The insights that I have gained
thus could never have been possible through any other medium whatsoever.
The purpose of this project report is to share these insights
with the readers who plan to participate in fulfilling the objective
of Christian Education.
The report is divided into four parts. Part one deals with
the nature and the mission of the church, the objective of Christian
Education and the significance of the educational ministry which runs
like a continuous thread through the entire ministry of the church.
Part two is an account of my experiences as a Sunday School teacher.
Part three records some of my experiences in administration and
supervision. Part four consists of findings and recommendations.
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Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to all my teachers
for inspiring my thinking; especially to Dr, Josephus R. Coan, who
as my major professor has taken special interest through his daily
guidance, constructive criticisms and words of encouragement.
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PART I
INTRODUCTION
I. THE NATURE AND EDUCATIONAL MISSION OF THE CHURCH
The Nature of the Church
The New Testament presents three dimensions pertaining to the
nature of the Church.
First, the Church is the Body of Christ. "You are the body of
1 9Christ and individually members of it." Robert Boehlke develops this
idea by emphasizing the organic unity of the church and by indicating
that the Church has form and life. A body suggests a head too--and that
head is Christ who is the central source of life pouring vitality through
every part. Members experience growth, enrichment and spiritual vitality,
a confrontation and response to God when they recognize this fact.
Second, the Church is a community of the Holy Spirit. "The
O
Church is the fellowship of the Spirit or the Koinonia," "Koinonia is
a community which transcends ordinary human community in that God is
present in it. Koinonia is a community in which the Holy Spirit is present
A
in every relationship within the community."
^I Corinthians 12:27 (R.S.V.).
^Robert Boehlke, Theories of Learning in Christian Education
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962).
^Howard Grimes, The Church Redemptive (New York: The Abingdon
Press, 1958), p. 50.
\ewis J. Sherrill, The Gift of Power (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1955), p. 52.
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Therefore, the Spirit apart from the church would be energy without
an instrument and the church without the Holy Spirit would be a body
without the principle of life. This is the significance of the Pentecost
in the experience of the church.
Thus, the program and organization of the Church are a means or
channel for the Holy Spirit to work. When structure becomes absolute,
the Spirit of God as revealed in Christ is destroyed and the Church
work becomes mere activism rather than a meaningful service.
Third, the Church is the Covenant Community of God, the ekklesia
which means a purposeful community, therefore an assembly called out
which seeks to obey God within the world. The idea of the Covenant
originated in the Old Testament as God sought Israel for the purpose
of witnessing. Christ initiated a New Covenant^ by calling all men to
be his followers.
The heart of the Covenant Community is that the Church is the
body alive in the Holy Spirit existing for the purpose of witnessing
the hope and forgiveness and telling the story of God's redemptive
love
The Educational Mission of the Church
The New Testament sets forth in unequivocal terms also the mission
of the church which is to worship, to witness and to work for the
redemptive purpose of God as exemplified through Jesus Christ.
%t. 26:28 (R.S.V.).
^D. Campbell Wyckoff, The Theory and Design of Christian Education
Curriculum (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1961), Chap. 1.
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The Church of Christ presupposes an educated people, for she has
a story to tell. Therefore, as an integral part of its worshipping,
witnessing and serving, the Church recognizes its significant task of
bringing the outsider into the fold, providing Christian nurture for
him and all others with him.
Christian Education is based on the fact that we have a Gospel.
Christian Education begins when we are confronted with this Gospel.
Confrontation with the Gospel means a vertical relationship with God.
But the Gospel is incomplete without a horizontal relationship of man
with fellowman. Christian Education thus is that ministry of the
church which provides the educational undergirding to the entire
mission of the church.
II. THE FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS OF THE CURRICULUM
OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION '
The cooperative Curriculum Project^ of the Division of Christian
Education of the Netional Council of the Churches of Christ through its
efforts and literature is a great forward venture toward stating and
elucidating the fundamentals of the curriculum plan of Christian edu¬
cation. In this chapter I have drawn heavily from its unpublished
literature on curriculum design.
The Objective
To be theologically valid and educationally sound Christian
Education has a specific goal or objective.
The objective of Christian education is that all persons
be aware of God through His self-disclosure, especially His
redeeming love as revealed in Jesus Christ, and that they
may respond in faith and love... to the end that they may
know who they are and what their human situation means,
grow as sons of God rooted in the Christian community,
live in the spirit of God in every relationship, fulfill
their common discipleship in the world and abide in the
Christian hope.^
In explaining the significance of the objective the C.C.P. has
this to say:
The statement of the objective is basic in that it
indicates that the church's teaching ministry is addressed
to man's fundamental and universal questions: Who am I?
^Hence referred as C.C.P.
^Based on the statement of objective in The Objective of Christian
Education of Senior High Young People (Division of Christian Education,




Why am I here? Where am I going? Who is God? Who is my
neighbor? This is the import of the phrase 'who they are
and what their human situation means.' The basic quality
of the objective is also shown by the fact that it indi¬
cates the distinguishing mark of education in the
Christian church (as differentiated from general education):
that is, that people and their particular human situations
are seen first and always in relation to God... 'awareness
of the redeeming love of God.' This awareness is the
initial step in becoming disciples, in becoming 'new
creatures in Christ,' or in 'being born again.
The Implications of the Objective
In addition to its comments on the significance of the one basic
objective C.C.P. gives the following implications that may be drawn
from it.
First, the phrase 'all persons', implies the outreach
and evangelistic thrust of the church's teaching ministry...
The church's teaching ministry is not limited to those
already within the Christian fellowship.
Second, 'rooted in the Christian community' provides
the clue to the fact, that Christian education may be
viewed as the nurturing ministry of the church, and
indicated the centrality of the life of the entire
Christian fellowship in that ministry of education. The
church in its total life and work is both the setting and
the matrix of Christian nurture.
Third, the ideas of awareness and response show the
church's educational ministry as aiming at both an in¬
ward and outward witness... that is, being the Christian...
and doing the Christian way...
Fourth, the Church in its educational ministry...
seeks the redemption of man in all his relationships,
personal and social...The object...relates the
processes of Christian education redemptively to the
specific life station of every person.
^Cooperative Curriculum Project, Curriculum Plan, Stage V (New
York: Department of Curriculum Development, Division of C. E., NCCC,
USA, 1962), p. 4.
^^Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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It is significant to note that the C.C.P. is emphasizing one
objective rather than objectives. The advantage of the one objective
lies in its ability to give unity, direction and selectivity to the
entire plan of Christian education.
The Scope
Having stated and accepted the objective it is important to know
the scope of the curriculum in its light. The function of the scope is
to tell what may be dealt with in the curriculum. According to the
C.C.P. the scope
is co-extensive with what God has revealed through
His redemptive action and its implications for man in
the whole field of relationships...God, Man, Nature and
History--viewed in the light of the Gospel,.., that is,
God's continued redemptive action as revealed in Jesus
Christ.
"As man responds to God in faith, love, commitment and obedience,
he finds that light is thrown on all his relationships and he is empowered
and enriched within those relationships.He begins to understand
the fatherhood of God and therefore his sonship. He, a sinner,
realizes that he was made in the image of God and may be redeemed
through Christian relationships with God himself and others. He
accepts nature as the setting created by God for man to live. He per¬
ceives in history the continuation of God's purposeful activity moving
forward toward man's redemption.
^^Ibid., p. 6.
12 Ibid., p. 7.
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Therefore the scope has three elements:
1. The Christian experience of man under God...the
divine dimension of reality in light of the Gospel.
2. The Christian experience of man's relation to man...
the human dimension of reality in light of the Gospel.
3. The Christian experience of man within the world...
the natural dimension of reality in light of the
Gospel.13
The Gurriculum Areas
The scope, as comprehensive as it is, is broken into smaller units
in the actual teaching-learning process. These smaller units are the
curriculum areas. Each area reflects all the elements in the scope and
aims at something specific to be learned and to be involved in. The
five curriculum areas are not five separate compartments but five vantage
points. Thus each area is 'holistic' in nature and "views the learner
as a whole person in his total field of relationships experiencing the
three dimensions of reality...divine, human, natural...in light of the
Gospel.
The five curriculum areas are:
1. Life and its setting: The meaning and experience of
existence.
2. Revelation: The meaning and experience of God's self¬
disclosure.
3. Sonship: The meaning and experience of redemption.




5, The Church: The meaning and experience of Christian
community.
The areas may be further broken down into themes, as C.C.P. has
done, with regard to the three dimensions of reality--divine, human and
natural.
The Context
Here we find the answer to the question: What is the learning
environment in which the curriculum operates? The Context of the curri¬
culum of Christian education is the Christian community of faith--the
Church.
The curriculum becomes a reality through the action
of the worshipping, witnessing, nurturing community.
This community has a life, a message, a mission and a
heritage to communicate which are best communicated with¬
in the Christian fellowship of love. This community
includes the Christian home, the setting of much Christian
education, formal and informal.
Within the church education is carried on as a ministry that is
integrally related to the church's entire life and work expressed in
such forms as social action, evangelism...outreach, the missionary
enterprise, Christian Service, healing, worship. The curriculum imple¬
ments this teaching ministry which undergirds all of the church's
16
ministries in and to the world.
The Learning Tasks
How do we know that the objective of Christian education is being
achieved? This question is answered when we study the five learning-tasks.
^^Ibid., pp. 9, 15.
^^Ibid., p. 15.
9
The learning tasks are based on the theory that learning is a process
of human becoming through experience in the whole field of relationships,"^^
five learning tasks are:
1. Listening with growing alertness to the Gospel
responding in faith and love.
and
2. Explaining the whole field of relationships in
of the Gospel.
light
3. Discovering meaning and value in the field of
relationships in light of the Gospel.
4. Appropriating personally the meaning and value








This final section gives clues to questions like: How are the
components of the curriculum related to each other and to the learner?
The organizing principle of the curriculum plan expresses a wholeness
which comprehends the objective, scope, areas, context and the learning
tasks.
Objective, scope, context and learning tasks then,
are not only components of a theoretical design for
curriculum.In a dynamic Christian teaching-learning
situation, they all come to focus in a unified process
within the learner where the operation of each is
dependent on the other and all contribute vitally to
the outcome of the process itself.19
^^Ibid., p. 16.
^^Ibid., pp. 16, 18,
l^ibid., p. 19,
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The organizing principle as stated by the C.C.P. is as follows:
The learner becomes 'aware of God through His self¬
disclosure. . .and responds in faith and love'* When
through involvement in the Christian community** he comes
face to face with the great concerns of Christian faith
and life as they are relevant to him in his situation***
by 'listening with growing alertness to the Gospel, and










Ill, THE SETTING: THE WEST SIDE COMMUNITY
CHRISTIAN METHODIST CHURCH^^
A Brief Historical Sketch
On Sunday afternoon August 2, 1953, at 4:00 P. M., a group of
interested people met at the home of Mrs. H, S. Delany, 1679 Browning
Street, S. W,, Atlanta, Georgia, for the purpose of organizing a new
church. The Rev. R. B. Shorts, the chairman of the group led in the
devotions. He stated that some property had been purchased by the
Georgia Conference of the C.M.E. Church on Gordon Road. The meeting
was called in order to organize a church as a means of expansion, and
to satisfy members who had moved into that area. Everyone present was
urged to find additional prospective members to add to a list of
charter members.
The first regular worship service at West Side Community C.M.E.
church was held on the first Sunday in December, 1953, in the little
unattractive tabernacle that had been the West View Assembly of God.
The faithful gave of their time, talent and tithe. The program of a
new church building was launched.
The new church building, an attractive and outstanding modem
structure was dedicated on April 21, 1963. The first annual entrance
day was celebrated amid great rejoicing and gratitude on April 19, 1964.
^^Hereafter referred to by the initials "C.M.E."
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I was privileged to participate in this.
West Side Church has had the same pastor since its inception.
The Rev. Mr, A. L. Dopson's formal ministerial education up to this
time is limited to the undergraduate level. But under his dedicated
leadership the church has grown from five to two hundred and twenty-
two members.
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL
The church building has the sanctuary, the multipurpose room
and the kitchen on the main floor. The basement is divided into seven
classrooms for the Children's Division. It has adequate storage space.
The enrollment in the Sunday School for the year 1963-1964 was
122. The average attendance was 72. All who attended the Sunday
Church School, usually stayed for the morning church worship service.
The Children's Division was given the use of the whole basement
area, while the adult classes met in the multipurpose room and in the
different comers of the large Sanctuary.
The Sunday Church School began at 9:30 A.M. and ended at










1. Nursery 2-4 yrs.
2, Kindergarten 5 "
3. Primary 6-8 " 71 45
4. Junior 9-11 "
Adult Division:
1, Junior High 12-14 "
2. Senior High 15-17 "
3. Young People 18-24 " 41 27
4. Adult 25 + "
TOTAl 122 72
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CHART II SHOWING NUMBER OF CHURCH SCHOOL WORKERS
LEADERS OF SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL NUMBER
Director of Religious Education 1
General Superintendent 1
Associate Superintendents
(a) In Children's Division 2
(b) In Adult Division 2
Secretaries
(a) In Children's Division 1





The Junior Department was divided into three classes according to
age; (1) the nine year olds, (2) the ten year olds and (3) the eleven
year olds, I was asked to teach the eleven year old group. It happened
that very often the other two teachers were either absent or busy so
eventually I became the teacher of the whole Junior Department. Before
I go into what I did and how I did it, let us explore some of the
significant principles and processes involved in this age group.
The Goals
Although we have discussed the general objective of Christian
Education and its implications, it is very important that each age group
should have specific goals around which the program could be structured.
Using printed literature as a guide I made the following my goals:
1. Understanding of God as father, creator and dependable
power in the universe.
2. Appreciation of the kind of person Jesus was, leading
to commitment to Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.
3. Skill in using the Bible in study, worship and every¬
day living.
4. Increasing appreciation of the church, its history,
organization and function,
5. Ability to make decisions in accordance with the life
and teachings of Jesus.
6. Sensing the meaning of the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man.^^
22General Board of Education, A Manual on Goals and Materials




The experiences favorable to the attainment of these goals
are;
1. Participation in the fellowship of the church.
2. Using new skills and interests in Christian ways,
3. Sharing with others in the world-wide Christian
fellowship.
4. Increased participation in the life of the
community.
5. Experimenting with scientific discoveries.
6. Solving conflicts in Christian ways.
7. Exploration of vocations.
The Junior Child
It is very important for the teacher to know the characteristic
traits, needs and interests of the age group with whom she expects to
work. So let us look at our Junior, and see what he speaks to us. For
the sake of convenience I shall use "he" but I have in mind both boys
and girls,
"The Junior, who is nine to eleven years of age, is active, strong
and healthy. He especially likes to do things which display strength.
He is in the fourth, fifth or sixth grade in the public school where
he is beginning to study geography and history. Naturally, he likes
to do map work in the Sunday School. He has a good memory which enables
him to memorize a great number of Bible verses. He asks many questions
23'Ibid. , p. 13
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which show that he is beginning to think. He loves to go on hikes
and collect leaves, stones or bugs. He is a member of the gang of
his own sex only. He loves the hero-stories of the Old Testament
because they demonstrate the bravery and high standards which he
admires. He applies these high standards to himself and becomes
aware of his shortcomings. It is during the Junior age that many
accept Christ.
O f
■^Marjorie E. Soderholm, Understanding the Pupil Part II (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1958), p. 57.
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A clear picture of the Junior characteristics can be seen as
listed under the headings below:
TRAITS
Physical
He is active and likes to do things.
He is strong and healthy.
He is noisy^and loves to fight.
He loves the out-of-doors.
He likes the difficult and competitive.
Mental
He likes history and geography.
He likes to collect.
He is inquisitive.
He likes to read and write.
Social
He can accept responsibility.
He does not like an authority over him.
He likes the 'gang.'
He is a hero-worshipper.
Emotional
He has few fears.
He may be quick tempered.
He enjoys humor.
Spiritual
He has questions about the Christian faith.
He sets high standards for himself
He needs encouragement in daily devotions.
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What these traits mean to the Teacher, They enable the teacher to
engage the pupil in some of the teaching-learning activities listed below:*
ACTIVITIES
Provide a variety of constructive things for him to do.
Expect regular attendance, let him do "difficult" jobs.
Arrive before he does; use him as soon as he comes.
Go on hikes with him.
Challenge his ability with projects and Bible games.
Teach him the chronology and geography of the Bible.
Interest him in a worthy hobby.
Help him answer his own questions.
Provide good books; assign Bible study that requires writing.
Organize his class with officers who have special duties.
Be a guide, a counselor, a friend, not a dictator.
Let his class be a club.
Be a good example; Present Christ as his Hero.
Teach him what to fear and what not to fear.
Avoid the cause of 'flare-ups'.
Teach him what is funny and what is not.
Answer truthfully; help him find answers in the Bible.
Meet high standards in own life.
Provide devotional helps.
*Ibid., p. 56. (Modified)
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In my Junior class at West Side I found samples of all these
characteristic traits, opportunities and challenges. And yet I realized
that each child was a unique person in his own way. There was no one
readymade procedure or method which was the solution to all problems.
With all my study and reading about the child, I found that each
situation had to be dealt with differently. Therefore, a teacher
should not rest assured with the notion that she knows all about the
child and therefore she will have no problems. There are moments when
all the knowledge is of little avail, but only prayer and the grace of
God.
The Physical Environment
The need for a suitable physical environment as a necessary
condition to learning is a fact about which there is no question. Most
of the formal teaching-learning experiences in Sunday School take place
in the room. The room and its equipment, therefore, are very important.
The fact should be recognized though that there are times when the
best and the most valuable and lasting lessons of life are learned out¬
side the room and in the absence of any formal equipment.
The Room
Rooms teach. Yet there is no rule of thumb by which a teacher
may know just how much space should be allocated to a particular group.
A general rule is: the younger the pupil the more space needed. For
the junior age group 25-30 square feet of floor space per pupil and
25
20-25 pupils per room are suggested. Again, we need to be very
^%arvin Taylor (ed.). Religious Education (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1960), p. 289.
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flexible and adaptable to the existing needs and situations.
The Junior class room at West Side was adequate. It was situated
on the outerside of the basement and we could look out through the
windows and see the sky, the trees, the beautiful world of God. As
for the internal situation, it was ideal, opening into the corridor,
with the restrooms easily accessible.
The Equipment
There is almost no end to the list of equipment that could be
useful in a junior class. Some of the most important ones would be:
1. Table and chairs
2. Chalk board
3. Bulletin Board
4. Maps, charts, globe
5. Flat pictures
, 6. Slides, filmstrips, projector, screen
- 7. Books: Bibles in different versions, dictionary, atlas....
8. Work materials - scissors, crayons or paint, construction
paper, clay, pencils
9. Curios for a browsing center.10.Material for a worship center
- 11. Tape Recorder; record player
12. Piano
13. Flannel-graph
It is wonderful to have all the modern and up-to-date equipment
and all the audio-visual material which help to make teaching easy.
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interesting and effective. But it is worthwhile only if the teacher
uses the right thing for the right persons at the right time. Then
again, equipment is a tool, a means to achieve certain goals and even
the most modern equipment cannot replace the human element of the
teacher. And yet again we have living examples of how in the absence
of an adequate room space and equipment a small one room church and a
dingy basement kitchen were converted into attractive Sunday School
rooms with the help of screens and shifts coupled with the ingenuity
and creativity of a devoted teacher.
In my junior room at West Side I had a chalk board, bulletin
board, a table for the teacher and chairs. The room looked 'bare' and
'cold' the day I went to visit the church before starting my field-
education project. I had already started reading about how to make the
room 'attractive' and 'warm'. The book entitled How to Make Church
Equipment^^y Thelma Adair and Elizabeth McCorb needs special mention.
It is the record of training sessions in actual situations; therefore,
a very practical help and guide to one who is willing to learn. Resources
are unlimited: books, filmstrips, magazines, objects, pamphlets. In
order to use these effectively the teacher should be a"Jack of all trades--
inventor--housekeeper--janitor--playwright--actor--and so the rest:
musician, poet, minister, scholar, package wrapper, sign painter, artist,
^^Thelma Adair and Elizabeth McCorb, How to Make Church Equipment
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1955).
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coach and friend"This set me to thinking and I started collecting
flat pictures, periodicals, books, objects, pamphlets which I came
across and felt would be useful and suitable for my junior group. The
squirrel habit' was very rewarding in my teaching experience. Every
Sunday afternoon I spent in evaluation of the morning's lesson and
planning for the next Sunday. From then on the whole week I walked
with my eyes and ears open and my mind occupied with my next Sunday's
lesson. Flat pictures, maps and charts added color and variety. The
very first Sunday, I moved the teacher's table to one side and used it
as our worship center and browsing center. For the worship center the
cross and the open Bible formed the main objects with additional object
or objects according to theme or season. The children found great joy
when they got the opportunity to bring spring flowers from home and
share in beautifying the worship center. The browsing center also
changed according to the lesson and its needs. The juniors loved to
browse through the books, pictures, and articles. They also liked to
help arrange these things if they arrived early.
We began by sitting in a circle so that there could be a better
dialogue in the group. But later we felt the need of a table to
facilitate writing, drawing or pasting. So every Sunday morning we
borrowed the large folding table from the multi-purpose room and we
sat around it. At times it was a bit crowded, but we enjoyed the
sharing and the participation.
^^Victor Hoag, The Ladder of Learning (Greenwich, Conn.: The
Seabury Press, I960), pp. 16-18.
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The Home
Before there were church schools, the home was expected to take
full responsibility for the religious nurture of children. We are
reminded of the words in Deuteronomy 6:6, 7: "And these words which I
command you this day shall be upon your heart; and you shall teach
them diligently to your children," We are reminded also of how the
faith of the young man Timothy, whom Paul commends, "dwelt first in
your grandmother Lois and your mother Eunice" (2 Timothy 1:5). Christian
nurture is still primarily of the home, and it is tragic when parents
get the idea that they can discharge their duty by merely taking
their children to Sunday School." And that is just one hour a weekj
This statement does not minimize the place of church in
Christian education nor does it make of it a rival of the church. The
Christian home is the church in action. These are, so they say, two
sides of the same coin. Only the home can supply the warm Christian
environment, the experience of love, the daily guidance in thought and
conduct. Only the church can continue and broaden this experience of
Christian fellowship and add systematic teaching of religion. Paul
Vieth in his Church School has devoted a whole chapter to Church School
and the Home, in which he has dealt very elaborately and effectively on
the why, what and how of these two agencies.
2®Paul H. Vieth, The Church School (Philadelphia: Christian
Education Press, 1957), p. 166.
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Being a foreign student with no telephone or means of trans¬
portation and my unfamiliarity with the town were my main handicaps in
this direction. In spite of those handicaps, I tried other possible
methods of securing the cooperation of the home. I was always in my room
at least twenty minutes before time and made it a point to speak to the
parents before or after Sunday School or the morning worship service, I
found later that the boys and girls came to speak to me after church
and they always brought their parent or parents with them.
Giving assignments was another method that I used. The parents
were thus made to realize that they were indispensable partners in the
Christian nurture of the children. We made on special occasions, like
Thanksgiving, Mother's Day and Father's Day, special cards which the
children took home and gave to their parents.
The Sunday School lessons were always an effort to correlate with
the home, the school, the church, the neighborhood. The absent or sick
children were remembered by means of cards.
These efforts will be brought in more detail in the section on
'the sessions'.
Findley Edge has brought out beautifully the idea of church-home-
cooperation when he says that the knowledge and inspiration of the Sunday
School are a means to conduct-response which is the most important because
29
'^Christian living is the ultimate objective of all Christian teaching.*
^^Findley Edge, Teaching for Results (Nashville, Tennessee:
Broadman Press, 1956), p. ix.
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The Curriculum
The curriculum of Christian Education is the plan by which the
church and home undertake to fulfill their obligations for the task of
Christian nurture, , , , The objective of the whole educational effort
of the church is also the objective of the curriculum. Major curriculum
efforts of the recent years have been directed toward the provision of
adequate Christian education materials for all ages mainly in the Sunday
School, but also in many other settings within the program of the church
and the home as well.
"In the search for a comprehensive curriculum for Protestantism, there
seems to be a growing consensus that the curriculum shall be comprehensive,
and that it shall thus take account of God, man, nature and history--in
a Christian perspective--which means to see it in light of the Gospel
30
of God's redeeming love and reconciling acts in Jesus Christ. ..."
"The curriculum of Christian Education may be organized by planning
to involve learners, with all their varied needs and developing experience,
in the church's ongoing study, fellowship, worship, work, witness and
mission--in which they are helped to come face to face with the Gospel
through study of the Bible and through the life of devotion; see the
relevance of the gospel to the understanding of all of life (God, man,
nature, and history); accept the promises and implications of the
Christian faith; and become committed to membership in the witnessing
O 1
community and to full discipleship in the world.




There have been many questions and discussions for the last three
decades. Shall the curriculum be subject-matter centered, or experience
centered, or life centered or pupil centered? The curriculum should
include all these and yet be Christ centered.
West Side Sunday School uses the International Bible Lessons for
Christian Teaching Uniform Series, published quarterly for the Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church by its General Board of Christian Education at
Memphis, Tennessee. As is usual with the Uniform lessons, it is biblical
in content with a common material for all age groups but with a graded
approach. So my curriculum booklet was entitled 'Junior Lessons.' This
material covers the major areas of biblical study in a cycle of six years.
Each lesson is related to a unit that comes to grips with some portions
of the Bible...and contains such standard material as background Scripture
in King James and Revised Standard Versions, devotional readings, a memory
selection, and a development of the thought of the lesson; with suggestions
for class-activities and assignments.
By using the Uniform Lessons the church is assured of consistent
attention to the same biblical theme throughout the school every Sunday.
But I found much of the thought in it to be very abstract and difficult
for the age, abilities and background of my junior group. I felt that
the lesson material is for the pupils and not the pupils for the material.
So I used it as a guide, but when necessary I modified, deviated and
even completely changed the lesson to suit ray group. I also consulted
and utilized the material prepared by Methodist and Baptist denominations
and found that by putting together all three or four different ideas I
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could plan very effective lessons.
The Teacher
Who can estimate the worth of a Christian teacher? His (her)
price is far above rubies.
OO
Reuel Howe suggests that there are five essential characteristics
of the Christian teacher;
1. He seeks to incarnate the Holy Spirit rather than
teach certain subject-matter; he is sensitive to
the meanings which the pupil brings and to the
relationship between the pupil and himself.
2. He seeks to recognize the freedom of the learner
to be himself and to stand beside him in his search for the
realities of Christian faith.
3. He is willing to wait and to trust the Holy Spirit
as the pupil works at his own speed.
4. He is not anxious about the methods he will use;
he has many methods at his command and he adapts them
as the situation develops.
5. He believes that as revelation is always personal,
so also there is a person-to-person or I-Thou relation¬
ship in which communication can take place and
revelation can occur.
O O
To Wesner Fallaw-'-^ the task of the teacher in Christian Education
is so important that he does not approve of lay people teaching religion
because they can never be expected to achieve proficiency in the field.
The genuine nurture which leads to Christian commitment and continuing
growth in grace naturally expresses itself effectively in the teaching
^^Reuel L. Howe, "A Theology for Education", Religious Education
(Nov. - Dec., 1959), LIV, 494-495.
^^Wesner Fallaw, Church Education for Tomorrow (Philadelphia;
Westminster Press, 1960), pp. 13-23.
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ministry of the laity. Yet I do not mean to ignore the fact that
knowledge of content and methods are very essential qualities of a
Christian teacher as much as they are for a public school teacher.
Thomas Meadows'^ has emphasized that the psychological principles
of learning, teaching and testing are regarded as fundamental in Christian
Education. The Christian teacher needs a Christian theology, Christian
philosophy and Christian Psychology. Jesus Christ is the ideal teacher,
philosopher, psychologist and personal Savior of the Christian teacher
of Christian Education.
Victor Hoag gives a detail comparison of old and new ways of
learning and suggests the use of the new permissive way instead of the
old authoritarian way. Teaching is placed on the highest-wrung of the
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ladder of learning therefore the teacher should "teach to learn."
"What is a teacher then? A teacher is one who helps somebody else
to learn.... The teacher cooperates with the pupil in learning;... not
seek to perform before an audience... of listening pupils.... The object
of our teaching is to make something happen in the life of our pupil.
The test of our teaching is what happens in the life of our pupil.
^^Thomas Meadows, Psychology of Learning and Teaching Christian
Education (New York: Peagant Press, Inc.), p. 11.
^^Victor Hoag, The Ladder of Learning (Connecticut: The Seabury
Press, 1960), p. 122.
^^Clarence H. Benson, The Christian Teacher (Chicago: Moody
Press, 1950), p. 13.
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The task and object of the teacher then is reaching the mentality,
personality and the Spirituality of the pupil as a means of achieving
the objective of Christian Education.
Because teaching, unlike preaching, is a personal relation and
involves the close association of teacher and pupil, the teacher should
1. A Strong Personality. Teaching is the communication from
from the living to the living. We are familiar with
the saying "what you are speaks louder than your words."
The strength of the personality is received by losing
the self in Christ. As one loses the self in Christ,
he is then a new creature from whom emanates an
enthusiasm that cannot be subdued, that draws the
pupils to Christ through this Christian personality.
Such a teacher will have a genuine faith in God,
the Bible and his task.
2. A Model or an Ideal for the Pupils. Pupils imitate
consciously and unconsciously and continuously.
Therefore, the teacher should be a Christian ideal -
in words, thoughts and actions. It is important
for the teacher to be and to give of himself to his
pupils.
3. Willing to Grow. There is always scope for growing
physically, mentally and spiritually. Good health
is very important for energy which is essential
for effective teaching. The teacher must be a
learner if he is to share with the pupils in the
teaching-learning process. He can do this by
reading books, observation and taking advantage of
leadership training facilities. But above all
the teacher needs to dedicate and rededicate himself
for service to Christ, to evaluate and re-evaluate
his teaching efforts and thus continually grow to
Christian maturity in the knowledge, grace and love
of God.
What did I do to be a Ghristian Teacher at 'West Side?'
First of all, the M.R.E. students met as a group with our instructor
who gave all the necessary guidance and made us familiar with the
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nature of work and what we were expected to do. Some of my notes are;
1. First year students usually teach.
2. One major piece of service must be undertaken. This
will orient the student in his anticipated profession
and reveal something of his capacities and skills. The
plan of service must be worked out carefully with a
supervising instructor. Only when work is done
seriously and conducted on a high level will academic
credit be given.
3. Students are to work with people where they are.
Growth is often a slow and painful process. The
people should be educated to take the initiative
in making changes. Every piece of work should be
related to the whole.
4. The student should seek to become part of the
institution where he is working.
5. Student is to have a conference with the supervisor
weekly. A report of the class session and plans
for the next session should be brought to the
conference.
6. Under no circumstance is a student to send someone
else to his field work without the consent of his
supervisor.
Besides meeting individually with the supervisor, we continued to
meet once a week as a group with her. Here we shared, discussed and
tried to solve our problems and also received inspiration and enlighten¬
ment from the group's experiences. Each student was given an opportunity
to demonstrate his lesson to the group which role played as the
demonstrator's Sunday class.
Another piece of guidance most helpful was 'Susie Stick's





..entire Teacher's Guide for the entire term.
..each unit.
..each lesson in the unit.




..With joy and thanksgiving.




















Or use the 'Squirrel Habit'
5. Read
..Your Bible for Study
Worship
Inspiration
..Hints and Helps in your Teacher's Guide.
..Articles in Christian Education from magazines
and periodicals.
..At least one book every year for enrichment
about the age-group you teach.
6. Evaluate
..Immediately following session.
..To discover how nearly the session achieved
the purpose of the lesson.
..To discover how nearly the purpose met the pupil's
needs.
..To discover how nearly the application augmented
the learning situation.
I did all Susie Stick suggested except that instead of reading
one book every year, I read one book every week for help and guidance
and personal enrichment, besides several articles in periodicals and
magazines.
The Sessions - 'A Glimpse'
Talking of the Sessions naturally reminds one of the methods, pro¬
cedures and the aids used. I tried to discover and utilize useful and
creative ways to keep the pupils occupied and attentive. I continually
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reminded myself of the fact that what I have to do is not mere busy-work
but work as means to help the pupils' in understanding the redemptive
love of God through Jesus Christ.
1. The room should have a worshipful effect. To achieve this
aim I arrived every Sunday morning at least twenty minutes before time.
Usually as I was busy writing the day's lesson on the chalk-board, some
children arrived. They found a great joy in setting up the worship
center, browsing center, pictures and in arranging the chairs around
the table.
2. The juniors are active, I used this opportunity usually in
the form of role-playing. As we role-played the stories of Zacchaeus,
David and Jonathan, Jesus healing the Blind man.
3. Creative writing was encouraged through the project of a
'scrap-book' which was a compilation of the stories learned in class,
4. Worship and Prayer. We began our session by a very short period
of worship. The class loved to learn and sing short choruses, read
responsively and participate in sentence-prayers. The Session closed
with prayer by the teacher. These moments of prayer and worship were
very meaningful.
The last fifteen minutes of the one hour period were spent in a
combined assembly of the whole children's Division, in which the Junior
High also participated. Here each class took turns to lead in a short
devotional which was usually related to the lesson of the day. The
offertory and attendance of each class were announced by a class repre¬
sentative. These were valuable moments of fellowship and training in
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leadership.5,Creative writing. The juniors loved to express themselves
also in the form of writing prayers and litanies. One rich experience
of this kind was during our unit on 'This is my Father's World.' This
is what the class composed collectively:
This is my Father's world which He has made.
Let us praise God,
He created the valleys
Let us praise God.
He created the hills.
Let us praise God.
He created the ocean and the seas; the rivers
and the springs.
Let us praise God.
He created the light, the day and night.
Let us praise God.
He created the stars in the sky.
Let us praise God,
He also made the flowers, birds and beasts.
Let us praise God.
He made the fruitful trees and the blooming flowers.
Let us praise God.
He created the heaven and the earth.
Let us praise God,
He is God of everything.
Let us praise God.
5. Reading and Research assignments were given to the class which
kept the pupils thinking of the Sunday School through the week and also
carried home the atmosphere and learning of the Sunday School. They
were asked to give either an oral report in the class or turn in a
written work according to the need and situation.
6. Story-telling was often used to impart to the class incidents
of the Old Testament and New Testament and the life of Jesus.
7. Question and answer method was the one most commonly used.
of
This kept the class in an attitude''thinking and readiness and they
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also were involved in the lesson.
8. Drawing. Junior children love to draw. We drew maps of
Palestine and traced the last journeys of Jesus before and after Easter.
The children were also given the opportunity to express their
ideas in the form of drawing. They made beautiful place cards on
Thanksgiving Day and Mother's Day.
9. Memorization. The memory verse of the day was usually
memorized after a discussion on its implications.10.The pupils were encouraged to bring their Bibles and to read
or follow as the text of the day was read. Difficult words were
explained before reading them from the Bible.
Lesson Plan - Sunday, February 16, 1964
Zacchaeus - Luke 19:1-10
Purpose:
1. To help class realize how love and friendship of Jesus trans¬
forms a person.
2, To lead the pupils to consider some choices they face daily
between Jesus' way and the wrong way.
Opening:
Devotion. Prayer by teacher.
Approach:
1. Read the story of Zacchaeus - Luke 19:1-10; the pupils to
follow in own Bibles.
2. Teacher to tell story in her own words, very impressively
with the use of flat pictures.
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Development: Dramatize the story through role-playing.
Conclusion: Oral Questions
1. Did it make Zacchaeus happy to have lots of money?
2. Why didn't he have friends?
3. Did he know that Jesus would see him on the tree?
4. Why did Jesus want to be Zacchaeus' friend when no
one else did?
5. Why did Zacchaeus feel he would have to be a better
man now?
6. What was the choice? (to be rich or to be Jesus' friend)
Application:
1. Memory Verse - John 15:14
You are my friends if you do what I command you.
2. Write the answers:
What did Zacchaeus have to do to have Jesus as his friend?
What does Jesus expect us to do if we are to be his friends?
Write the memory verse in your own words.
Offertory:




Report of the Session - February 16, 1964.
Number of pupils present was ten.
I arrived fifteen minutes before time. As the pupils arrived
they helped me as usual in setting up the worship center, browsing
center, pictures and the room.
The session began with a short prayer by the teacher, 'Dear God,
thank you for this time of study. Help us and guide us as we try to
understand the life of Jesus. Bless those who have not been able to
come this morning. In Jesus' name, 'Amen.'
None of the pupils knew the story of Zacchaeus. I read the story
from the Bible while they followed in their own Bibles.
Then I told the story in my own words with the help of map and
pictures.
The class readily responded to the idea of role-playing. We,
therefore, drew a plan on the chalk board.
Scene 1 Zacchaeus collecting taxes and taking more money
than he should.
Scene 2 People talking about Jesus passing through Jericho.
Zacchaeus very much lonesome and left out as no one
was willing to include him in their group or
conversation.
Scene 3 Jesus followed by a large crowd. Zacchaeus being short
is pushed around and unable to see him.
Scene 4, Zacchaeus on the tree. Jesus talks to him.
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Scene 5. Jesus in Zacchaeus' Home.
Everyone wanted to act the part of Jesus and no one wanted
to be Zacchaeus. Finally Jesus was chosen by the democratic method of
votes. Sherry volunteered to be Zacchaeus. The rest of the class was
the taxpayers and the crowd. A chair was used for a tree.
After acting the story once, all wanted to do it again, but there
was no problem of the cast. We did it again.
The juniors do not have to be told what to say or what to do, if
they know the story. Their acting and conversation are very natural
and spontaneous.
The oral and the written questions showed that the class had
learned the story and understood its implications.
Closing prayer by teacher. Dear God, we thank you for Jesus and
his friendship. Help us so that we may become his worthy friends. In
Jesus' name. Amen.
Lesson Plan - Sunday, March 8, 1964
A Blind Man Sees
Bible Material; John 9:1-38
Memory Verse; Jesus went about doing good for God was with him. Acts 10:38.
Purpose;
1. To help juniors know more about the life of Jesus.
2. To help them see, how through his faith on Jesus,
the blind man found physical as well as spiritual healing.
The juniors too may be helped to realize that through prayer




1. Report on assignment. (The Unit was on Friends of Jesus)
Share the written Story of Mary and Martha with class.
2. Divide the class into pairs and have a little 'blindfolding
game'. The aim would be to find how it feels to be blind.
Each partner will take the other and let him feel a
certain thing and guess its name.
3. Write down how it feels to be blind.
Development:
1. Preview the new words - Pharisee, Sabbath, Synagogue,
Siloam, prophet.
2. Tell the story of the blind man healed by Jesus.
(John 9:1-38)
Conclusion - Role playing:
1. Divide the story into acts with the help of the class.
2, Role play.
Application;
1. Discussion bringing out the importance of faith, prayer and
obedience.
2. Memory Verse
3. Prayer Song - 'Into My Heart'
Assignment:




Blindfolders, flat picture, map, Bible.
In the unit on 'Living as a Christian in Your World' as expressed
in the story of the Good Samaritan and Ephesians 6:1-4, the class
created the following Set of Rules for a Happy Christian Home.
1. Family should share the responsibilities in the home.
2. Children should obey parents.
3. All should attend church together.
4. All should love each other.
5. Family should pray together at home.
6. Children and parents should be honest to each other.
7. Parents should teach the children to obey and respect
older people.
8. Family should have Christian fun together.
9. Family should help the neighbors.
Dramatization:
This is a very valuable creative art. It helps the child to come
closer to the real experience. In dramatizing, the child for a few
minutes identifies himself with Peter or Paul or Mary Magadalene besides
getting the satisfaction of an opportunity to express the self in public.
Role-playing which is really a spontaneous dramatization without any
real preparation of stage or costume, is what I drew upon most often.
The session reported in this section is an illustration how I did it.
But Christmas and Easter are very special occasions in the
Christian calendar. I wrote plays for both occasions but could use
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the Easter play alone. Needless to say that the juniors were all too
eager to participate and cooperate in every way. It was a rich and
meaningful Easter experience for the teacher and the pupils. I
include both the plays in this report to share them with the reader.
'THE DAWN'















Suggestions for Costumes and Equipment
Mary may be dressed in white with a blue mantle over her head.
Joseph - in yellow or brown.
Shepherds - in black, white and tan. Some material resembling
sheepskin may be used, dark blankets for the night.
Children - Straight costume seamed on both sides with straight
slits for neck and arms.
Kings - Scarlet and purple flowing robes and crowns.
Equipment
A navy blue curtain for background - for dark blue night sky.
Stick silver stars on it.





A big star - with a strong bulb inside; Shepherds' Crooks,
Ball - made of rags
A Lamb,
A Casket of gold.
An incense burner, with burning incense,
A box of myrrh.
SCENE I
J_?\ace - a plain on the outskirts of Bethlehem.
Time - Almost midnight.
Setting - A dark clear night with bright stars. Four shepherds are
sitting on the ground all wrapped up 'watching their flocks
by night', Rufus is asleep. Have very dim light on the
stage_j_/
First Shepherd - This is a very unusually cold night.
2nd " - Yes it is. I am so glad that I chopped plenty of
wood and stacked them in the courtyard, so my family will have
sufficient fire to keep them warm in this cold weather.
3rd Shepherd - (Looking towards the sky) I do not remember to have
seen such a dark night, nor so many bright stars.
4th Shepherd - Our God who made the sky and these wonderful stars is
a great God indeed.
3rd Shepherd - Look at that star - toward the east - how bright it
is - and unusually large too.
lat Shepherd - It is difficult to understand all this. It is beyond
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our understanding. But one thing we know and
understand - that God created the sun, the moon,
stars, birds, trees nnd every thing that is
upon this earth.
3rd Shepherd - Yet there are many people who do not understand this.
They worship all kinds of idols. My grandfather used to say that
God will prepare a prophet, who will teach the people that there
is one God and that man would love and worship this great God
alone.
/Suddenly a great light shines. The shepherds are sore afraid. The
Angel appears_j_/
Angel - "Fear not: for behold, I bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born
this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord.
And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the babe wrapped
in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger."
/The band of Angels now appears and sings - Last Stanza of "While
Shepherds Watched..." Methodist Hymnal No. 88/
"All Glory be to God on High,
And to the earth be peace:
Goodwill henceforth from heaven to men.
Begin and never cease."
/Angels depart. The shepherds look amazed and dumbed. Rufus is wide
awake by now_j_/
Rufus - Father.' Look at the angels going awayj I can see them.' Now
they are gone.'
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4th Shepherd - Let us go and see what the angel has told us.
3rd Shepherd - Yes, we must go. It must be true.
1st Shepherd - My son Rufus and I shall remain here and watch the
sheep while you go to this place about which the Angel spoke to
us. Perhaps we both could go there tomorrow.
2nd Shepherd - That's a grand idea. I am sure many other children
would like to go with you too.
2nd, 3rd & 4th Shepherds - Peace be with you'
1st Shepherd - Peace be with you alll
^2nd, 3rd and 4th Shepherds depart^/
Rufus - Father, who is a Saviour?
1st Shepherd - My son, we are told that he will be a great king who
will save our people from the oppression of the harsh and severe rulers.
Perhaps he will be a great national hero.
Rufus - I also want to be a hero; father. I shall learn how to
use the sword and will fight for my people.
1st Shepherd - I am glad to hear these words my child. Yes, you
must be a great soldier (Rufus is sleepy) But..but I recall
that the Angels sang that this hero will bring peace. Happy
will be those days - if you grow up into a time of peace and
prosperity.
/Rufus is asleep again. The father wraps him well and makes
him comfortable; while he sits awake to watch the sheep.._j_/
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SCENE II
Time - Next morning.
and Place - The shepherds' Colony, An open space near the
home of Rufus. Background effect should be of a number of houses.
Four shepherd children are playing (with a ball made of rags) - 1st,
2nd, and 3rd Shepherds enter. The children run and cling to them






Why are you so late today?
And where is my brother Rufus? And where is my father?
There - (pointing) I can see your father and brother
Oh yes, there they come, (runs out)
This is all very strange. We used to hear about2nd Shepherd
Angels but last night we actually saw them.
All children - Angels? Where? When?
3rd Shepherd - We saw Angels last night as we were watching our flock.
They sang a heavenly song and proclaimed the birth of a child
who will save his people. Perhaps he will be a king.
2nd. 3rd, and 4th Shepherds - We have seen a newborn kingj
Rufus - Yes, I too saw the Angels and heard their song. I
too want to go and see this newborn king.
All children - We too want to go and see this newborn king.
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1st Shepherd - We all shall go this evening, to see this newborn
king.
SCENE III
Time - Evening of the same day.
Place - The stable of Bethlehem.
Setting - Mary sitting on a low stool beside the manger. Joseph
standing beside her. The lantern on another stool on one side.
Straw scattered all over the place. The big star to be hung
over the manger. Mary is bending a little over the manger to
make the baby comfortable, while Joseph looks on tenderly. Soft
music in the background.
3rd Shepherd - (Enters in) Peace be to the blessed family.' This
morning we saw the new baby, now our children are waiting out¬
side and wish to see him. May they come in?
Joseph - Peace be to you my friend. Yes, let the little children
come in.
/The shepherd goes out and enters again with the 1st shepherd and the
five children. The children bring in small gifts - for the baby_j_/
Rufus - 0 how sweetly he is sleeping^ What will be his name?
Mary - His name will be Jesus - as the Angel has told us.
Rufus - I have brought him my little lamb which is my very own.
(places lamb beside the manger)
2nd child - I have brought my ball for Baby Jesus. I think he
would love to play with the ball, (places ball beside the manger)
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3rd child - My father brought me this small shepherd's crook,
just last week. I hope baby Jesus would enjoy it. (places it)
4th child - I love to feel the yoke of my little plough. It is
so smooth and light. I hope Baby Jesus will like it too. (puts
it down)
Mary - The Lord bless you my little children. I am sure
Baby Jesus will also learn to share his things with other
children.
/_Turn on the big star. As the star is turned on the people on the
stage look at it with wonder and then at the same time is heard in the
background the Song of the three kings. Methodist H)nTinal No. 102_j_/
"We three kings of Orient are;
Bearing gifts we traverse afar
Field and fountain, moor and mountain.
Following yonder star.
0-- star of wonder, star of night.
Star with royal beauty bright.
Westward leading, still proceeding.
Guide us to Thy perfect light."
^Enter the three kings holding gifts in their hand^/
(The shepherds look with awe and wonder)
1st King - I bring gold - to crown the king, born in Bethlehem.
/Bows low and places the gift beside the manger and then steps
aside and stands with folded hands looking with admiration at the
bab^/.
2nd King - I bring frank-incense as an offering to the divine
in him, (Same as 1st king.)
3rd King - Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown. The king
must suffer and die too. Myrrh, my gift symbolized this thought. (same
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as 1st and 2nd kings.)
1st King Ah, we have searched far and wide.
2nd King And hoped so long.
3rd King But at last we have found and seen the blessed one.
All three Our quest has been fulfilled this day.
2nd King We three men of the East have seen visions and
studied the words of your prophets after seeing the big new
star which foretold us the birth of a new king.
1st King - The words of your prophets are as clear as crystal -
"And thou Bethlehem in the land of Judah, art not the least
among the princes of Judah, for out of thee shall come a governor,
that shall rule my people Israel."
The shepherds and the three kings sing together --
1. Come rise up early in the morning to tell the glad news
And carry it onward, no moment to lose.
Cho - HallelujahJ! Hallelujah]
Come rise up early in the morning. Sing HallelujahJ
2. Come rise up early in the morning, this day to adorn. This day of
fulfilment, our Saviour is born.
3. Come rise up early in the morning - the time is at hand. For joy
to reign over, o'er sea and o'er land.
'THE FIRST EASTER MORN'









A group of men, women and children
A leader of the Group
Place - "An open place - not far from the tomb."
Mary Magdalene - My heart is full of sorrow. They have crucified
our Lord and now he lies in the tomb. We can do nothing for him
but take spices and ointment for his body. Those dear hands and
feet were pierced, his side was wounded, though he did no wrong.
His purpose was - to teach, to love and to heal. 0, never again
shall I hear him say, "Mary, your sins are forgiven." Never
again shall I feel his hands upon my head for blessing me.
(Enter Salome & Joanna)
Salome - Are you ready Mary Magdalene? Mary, the Mother of
James, is on her way and will join us. Have you the spices? I
have the ointment here.
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Joanna - oh, it is so little we can do for him, who did so
much for us. Oh, that we could see him among us once more.
Sheila - oh. His dear smile, his ready words of love and
comfort, - how can any one forget him? How the poor, the sick
and the sinful gathered around him. . . and all went away
comforted. Our Lord. . I just cannot take it that he is dead. .
and yet we go to anoint his body.
(enter Mary, the Mother of James)
Mary, (the Mother of James) - Are we all ready to go? But I have
sad news for you. I have just heard that the Pharisees and the
Chief Priest have been to Pilate and asked him to set a guard on
the tomb. They have sealed it with the Roman seal and have put
a guard of Roman soldiers around it.
Joanna - How can we persuade those Roman soldiers to roll
away the stone for us, and let us anoint the dear body of the
Lord?
Salome - That is bad news indeed. But let us hope there
will be some way out. Let us go at once. The dawn comes and
it will soon be bright daylight. (The women go out)
(Enter Peter and John. Peter is full of sorrow and John's
hand is lovingly placed on his shoulder.)
Peter - I am the one who denied him. It was I who promised
to be with him though others would leave him and yet when the
time came, I could not face a little serving maid, and denied
him, not once or twice, but three timesJ I denied my loving
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Master. I cannot be forgiven.
- Try to be a little calm, Peter. Do you remember,
the Master said to "forgive seventy times seven"? Did he not
say that he loved you? He knows you Peter, that you speak too
hastily but he also knows that you have a warm and loving heart.
Somehow I cannot believe that we have forever lost
our Master. Do you remember he said once, "In three days I
shall rise again?" What did he mean? Is it possible he will
come back? - Jesus whom we saw hanging on the cross, and saw
Joseph laying him away in the grave?
Peter - The women have gone this morning to anoint his body
with ointment and several spices. But I am not worthy to go
near, even to his dead body.
(Enter Joanna, Salome and Mary, mother of James - hurriedly
and all excited.)
Joanna - He is goneJ= He is not there] The tomb is empty]
John - We do not understand what you are talking about.
Mary - We went to the tomb with our spices and ointments.
We were wondering who will roll away the stone for us. But when
we reached there, the stone was already rolled away.
Salome - And the tomb was empty. We went in; and we saw not
our Lord, but an angel clothed in white garments. We were afraid
and could not speak, but the Angel said - "Do you seek Jesus of
Nazareth, who was crucified? He is not here. He is risen. Go
and tell his disciples - that he is risen.
And Peter, he said to especially tell you that he
goes before you to Galilee and there you shall meet him, as he
said.
Peter (to John) - Let us also go to the tomb and see all this for
ourselves.
(Peter and John run out)
Mary - We went sorrowing, but returned rejoicing. We went
weeping, but now we come back with tidings of great joy.
(Enter Mary Magdalene)
Mary M. - I have seen the LordJ
Joanna, Salome & Mary - Seen the Lord? Where?
Mary M. - In the garden near the tomb. You know I stayed
behind as you both left. I could not believe it was really
true that he had risen. I thought that some one had stolen
away his body. And I stood there weeping. Then I heard a
voice and I looked up and saw a man. I thought it was the
gardner because I could not see well; my eyes were blinded
with tears. But he said "Mary" and I knew at once that it
was my Lord, and my Master.
Salome - 0, how fortunate you are Mary. But go on - what
did you say?
Mary M. - I at once answered "Rabbuni" - and fell at his feet.
But he said, "Do not touch me yet, Mary, because I have not
yet gone up to my Father. But go and tell my disciples that
"I ascend to my Father and your Father and to my God and your God.
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(Enter Peter and John)
- We found exactly what you said. We went to the
tomb and found it empty, I went in, but there were only his
linen clothes lying folded at one side and my Master was not
there. He is risen as he had said. He is not dead. He lives.'
AlleluiahJ
Mary (J) - All these hours of the week-end I have been thinking
of the cross with horror and the picture of the Lord hanging on
it came to my mind again and again. But now all is changed.
Now it reminds me of the love of God, the love that gave his
only begotten son for us. From now on the cross shall be the
symbol of all the followers of our Lord.
Salome - Christ is risen. He lives indeed. We shall see him
yet again. He is the resurrection and the life. Alleluiah.
All - - Blessed be the name of the Lord.
(Enter the group of boys and girls)
Leader - Then there is hope for all mankind, old or young
that in Christ there is eternal life.
Soloist - First verse of "Jesus Christ Is Risen To-day"
The actors and congregation join in the chorus.
PART III
EXPERIENCES IN SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION
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V. THE SETTING: PATTILLO MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH,
WEST COLLEGE AT FELD AVENUE,
DECATUR, GEORGIA
Historical Background
The history of 'Pattillo' is so inspiring that I would like to
make my statement of it just a little longer. In 1962, it celebrated
its Golden Anniversary. Most of my information has been adapted from
their program pamphlet, Golden Anniversary, Pattillo Memorial Methodist
Church.
Behind 'Pattillo' lies a rich heritage of courageous people
striving for spiritual expression. It is truly a house built on
faith. A warmth of spirit pervades the history of the church, radiating
from the lives of men, women and children who gave it life and whose
efforts have spread its influence over many parts of the world. Those
who have contributed to 'Pattillo' are legion, a people who gave
unstintingly of their talents and worldly possessions to build this
great church.
At the turn of the century, the Oakhurst community was expanding
rapidly to join Decatur with Kirkwood, one of two municipalities that
stood between Decatur and Atlanta.
The community had grown away from the churches in central Decatur.
Oakhurst people were church minded. But three miles measured in horse
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and buggy travel over unpaved roads presented a hardship even to the
most devoutJ
To fill this void, Mrs. C. J. Johnson organized a Sunday School
in 1908. The group met on Sunday afternoon in the Johnson home. The
first spiritual step in Oakhurst proved very popular. But soon the
Sunday School outgrew the home. Mrs. Johnson and the newly organized
ladies' Aid Society purchased a vacant lot on Hibernia Street and
pitched a tent there.
Into this spiritually awakening community, there came a super¬
annuated Methodist Minister. The Rev. Charles L. Pattillo had served
for 35 years on the North Georgia Conference and the Florida Conference.
He was searching for a well-earned rest. But instead of rest he found
a spiritually challenging work that would have taxed the strength of
a younger man.
In 1909, the Rev. George Duvall, pastor of Decatur First Methodist
Church, borrowed the tent on Hibernia Street and moved it to West Howard
and Drexel Avenues for a revival.
The Rev. Mr. Pattillo assisted in the revival. So great was the
response and interest that he decided to continue the tent services
at an interdenominational level. But the tent service grew until it
became apparent that additional space must be had. The community was
divided among Methodist, Baptists and Presbyterians. The pastor suggested
that each group strike out its own.
On November 3, 1912, the Rev. Mr. Pattillo organized Oakhurst
Methodist Church, South. There were thirty-five charter members
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representing a dozen families. The first plant was a shell-type structure
on Melrose Avenue.
In 1914, fire destroyed the Oakhurst School. Decatur City
officials requested the use of the tiny church as class-room space
while the school was being rebuilt. To make the building comfortable,
the city installed a ceiling and constructed two class-rooms.
In 1914, the Rev. H. H. Jones came to Oakhurst as the first
conference assigned pastor.
In 1920, the first church building was sold and in June of that
year a great homecoming was held in the Oakhurst School Auditorium
when $11,000.00 was subscribed towards purchasing a new building. Soon
the property of the site of the present plant was acquired and a
simple, temporary but well planned building was constructed.
At the annual conference in 1920, the church was made a station
and the name changed to Pattillo Memorial Methodist Church, in honor
of the founder.
In 1922, plans were made for a permanent building consisting
of three units. The church also acquired a parsonage. The new church
building was opened the same year. But, like everybody else, it had to
go through very deep waters during the depression years. The faith of
a courageous people can work wonders. By 1945 the church was entirely
free of debt for the first time in many years. In 1946, $11,000.00 was
raised towards a new building. The adjoining land was bought and added
to the property. By 1948, church membership had expanded to 1,057 and
the church school had an enrollment of 674. June 8, 1952 was the day
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of opening the new church building, a dream of forty years come true,
1955 saw the construction and completion of a fire proof modern
structure for the growing children's division. The membership had now
grown to over 1,400, church school enrollment to 1,153 and children's
division enrollment to 358.
The old parsonage was sold and a beautiful modern parsonage was
purchased at 432 East Pharr Road.
Thus, under the leadership of consecrated pastors and the
participation and response of devoted Christians the church has grown
and has been blessed. It is at present flourishing under the dedicated
leadership of the Rev. M. Cullen Jones. It has a strong missionary
emphasis program. It has an Associate Pastor, a Minister of Music,
Organist, Director of Christian Education, Business Manager and
church secretary as full time workers on the church staff.
The true spirit of 'Pattillo' is aptly expressed in these words:
"Thus has grown Pattillo, but the finer things of the church cannot be
recorded. They are so intangible and yet so vital: the joy of service;
the fellowship of friends; comforting visits and prayers of the pastor
in times of sickness, tragedy and trouble, the wonder of seeing a young
life unfold in Christ as he learns. Most of all the joy of being
'workers together with God,'"
As I have participated in the Christian Education program of this
church since September, 1964, the inspiration and challenge to Christian
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Service have been great. The Grace of God and the wonderful spirit
of devotion of the leaders and members of the church have encouraged
and strengthened me in times of discouragement and difficulties.
VI, ORGANIZATION OF THE SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL:
The little Oakhurst church of thirty-five chartered members has
now grown and expanded in every way. It has at present a membership
of 1,150. The total church school enrollment is 938 with an average
attendance of 425 and 89 volunteer teachers and leaders.
The Officers of the church school are -
Church School Superintendent - 1
Church School Secretary - 1
Church School Treasurer - 1
Departmental Superintendents: - 4
Adult Department - 1
Youth Department - 1
Elementary Department-1
Younger Children's Dept. - 1
Pattillo has a fairly good Educational Building. As the history
shows it is becoming pretty old and every now and then I hear of
consideration about some major improvements and changes in that area.
One very recent development is that each of the eight adult classes is
being requested and exhorted to sponsor one children's class and be
responsible for meeting its needs by way of equipment and material.
The Sunday School begins at 9:40 A.M. and is over at 10:40 A.M.
The two charts will show in a nutshell how the classes are organized and
what the enrollment and attendance are. There is no general assembly
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as such in any department. Each class utilizes the one hour period
as completely and as it feels fit according to its needs.
At the top of it all is a well trained and qualified Director
of Christian Education. The Pastor is trained and well qualified
too. He is very educationally minded and understands the importance
of Christian Education in the program of the church. Both are
devoted, dedicated and committed to their task and are leading the










Younger children 6 95 68 40
Elementary children 6 147 75 26
Junior High 3 103 50 4
Senior High 1 82 38 2
Older Youth 1 78 13 1
Adult 8 425 171 16
TOTAL 25 930 425 89
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THE ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT
The following chart gives a clear picture of the grouping and











ance Counseling - Teacher
6 1 1 27 11 4 )
2 )- 1
7 2 2 20 10 3 )
8 3 3 27 11 5 )
)- 1
9 4 4 21 13 4 )
10 5 5 26 12 3 )
)- 1
11 6 6 26 18 4 )
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The Goals
The most vivid and interesting pictures of Jesus for children
are teaching pictures - Jesus and the children, Jesus at home with
friends, in the Synagogue. The Christian church has emphasized teaching
from its inception which grows out of a deep purpose which is the
essence of our Christian faith. As we come to understand the good
news of God's self-seeking love and his plan for our lives we can¬
not but share this with others, in response to our encounter with
God. As mature Christians we want to help children grow in the under¬
standing of this good news and respond in ways appropriate at their
level of maturity and experience. In order to be able to achieve this
the leaders and teachers of children should have specific goals according
to the age, characteristic traits and needs and interest of the
children with whom they plan to work.
The overall objective of Christian Education prepared by the
Methodist Church has already been stated in the introduction of this
report. We shall now see its implications for the elementary child,
1. Awareness of God. . . .response in faith and love.
The Christian home and the relationship of love among its members
are the experiences of human love through which alone the child can
comprehend the greater love of God.
The awareness of God is one of the unexplainables and yet it is
experienced every day. Persons are aware of God's seeking love. Every
day and all over the world there are people who know he has helped them.
Elementary boys and girls are able to have some understanding of this
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and to have personal experience of God.
2. That they may develop self-understanding, self-acceptance,
and self-fulfillment.
Each child must be helped to have an inner assurance that he is
a worthy person, and created by God to be so. The assurance of God's
acceptance, and experiences in being accepted by his peers, his
family and others help the child to accept himself.
3. Identify themselves as sons of God and members of the
Christian community....
During the later elementary years the child is mature enough
to make his own personal decision to become full, responsible members
of the church. He thus confirms the initiative step taken by his
parents at the time of his infant baptism. He is capable to compre¬
hend the meaning and implications in terms of responsibilities to
live as a Christian and his relationship to the local church plus the
world-wide community.
4. Live as Christian disciples.... The elementary child is
capable of understanding the fact that it makes a difference to be
a Christian. They should be encouraged to think, decide and act
with Jesus as their ideal. Opportunity here should be provided for
them to participate by contributing their time, talent and money
5. Abide in Christian hope. It is very important that the
child be helped and led to the firm faith and hope that the eternal
purposes of God will ultimately prevail; in spite of all the
apparent prevalence of evil.
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The Elementary Child
Knowing the child is important to the leader who works with
the children. It is very helpful if the teacher knows their likes
and dislikes, their capabilities and inabilities, their problems,
needs, and developmental tasks for which they are ready. If the
teacher knows the past history it gives a perspective. An intelligent
teacher takes into account and utilizes all this information in a way
as to make the task of Christian-education more effective and more
meaningful.
In Part I we have considered the traits, needs and interests
of the junior child already. The junior child forms part of the
later elementary years; and the primary child, the early elementary
years. The new curriculum of the Methodist Church terms as 'Ele¬
mentary Period' - grades one through six. But as we shall see, a
sixth grader is far ahead of a first grader and a first grader
is not much ahead of a kindergartener. Therefore in this Section we
shall include a little about the kindergartener, as background
material for our first grader. Our elementary group we shall
divide into Early Elementary (Grades 1 through 3), and Later Ele¬
mentary (Grades 4 through 6.)
Before the Elementary years.
When the child enters the elementary years he has already
travelled a long way in his development. He has learned to accept
a world of other people besides his own self-centeredness.
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He has learned to recognize right from wrong. His parents are the most
important persons in his world.
His ideas about God and the Christian faith will depend upon his family
environments and the church to which he belongs. His concept of God is usually
very anthropomorphic. He is someone who is good, loving or constantly spying
and punishing for wrongdoing. One may even hear him talking or writing to
God about things that are important to him. He may think of prayer as a
magic device to get from God the things he wants.
His church or Sunday School has already taught him some stories and
Bible verses. He has learned to recognize the Bible as a special book.
In general his ideas about God and Jesus are quite confused and he
certainly needs a lot of help in clarifying these ideas which would help his
footsteps on the path to a confrontation...response experience.
The Early Elementary Years
I can always see almost a mystical thrill on the face of a child who tells
me, "I'll be in the first grade when school begins." Starting first grade is
certainly a great event. More independence and self reliance is expected of him.
This is the period when with the aid of assurance, acceptance, security and love
from his parents, peers and teachers he may be led to an ever growing, ever
widening experience toward Christian experience.
A growing vocabulary, the skill of reading and writing are a great tool
in communication.
During these active and restless years, he can hardly sit still and has
a very short attention span. He learns more through activity-exploring,
breaking and making things, working, playing.
It is interesting to note the transition - how the six year old, when
he enters about his eighth year starts associating with his or her own sex
alone. This is the beginning of the 'gang activities' and importance of
'peer-group.'
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Curiosity takes on a new dimension for more sustained inquiry
and investigation. This shows an eagerness to learn. The child asks
questions: 'Where did I come from?' Where is God? What happens
when a person dies? These questions should be answered honestly,
thoughtfully and briefly.
Later Elementary Years
These are the years from nine through twelve when the child is in
grades four through six. These are the pre-adolescent years. Many
boys and girls approach puberty during this period.
"Great strides in personality development are continuing to
take place. ...The older elementary boy or girl is a reasonable,
dependable, responsible person, ...He wants adults to treat him as an
equal and resents their talking down to him. He rebels blind obedience...
and is quick to defend anyone who appears to be treated unfairly...
This is the period of perfecting skills - play. Social and tool skills.
Whatever the child does he wants to do well and learn to do better....
He has a growing understanding of other persons. ... He is able
to make decisions and needs experience in decision-making."^7
The teacher has a vast field and a large variety of soil to
work with. He has a challenging age-group but it can also be a very
meaningful and rewarding experience for himself as he prepares this
soil adequately to nurture the seed of God's word so that it may grow
into a mature tree from which other may find fruits of the kingdom,
^^Ladonna Bogardus, Workers With Elementary Boys and Girls (Nashville
Board of Education: Methodist Church, 1964), pp. 14-15,
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Rooms and Equipment and Home
The physical environment and equipment are very important. This
we have already seen in Part One of this report. In this section I
shall only attempt to describe and evaluate the rooms and equipment
at Pattillo.
The Educational Building of Pattillo is three storeyed. Along
with some other classes the elementary classes are located as follows:
First Floor - Elementary I and II
Second Floor - Elementary III and IV
Third Floor - Elementary V and VI
Each class has a separate room with furniture suited to the age
and stature of children. Two long work-tables, one smaller table for
worship center, and one for Browsing center are thoughtfully provided.
A piano fulfills the need and inspires worshipful, joyful singing. In
a cupboard are stored the basic work materials: paper, pencils, crayons,
scissors, paste, brushes, tapes, thumbtacks, pictures, books, map, globe,
hymn books. Movable and wall chalkboards, bulletin boards, flip charts,
song sheets help the teachers in making their teaching effective. The
rooms are large enough with shades on the windows. There is proper
heating and light arrangement, but no air-conditioning. The teachers
try their best to make the rooms attractive by growing plants, flowers,
pictures and such other material which might be relevant to the lesson.
Racks are provided for coats.
The church has a library with a very good selection of books.
There are one record player, projector and screen. These are used by
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turns. But in case of a clash several members who live close by are
willing to bring their own for use in the church.
The teachers are trying their best to do the best they can in
the present situation. They arrive early, arrange the room and make
it as inviting as possible. But all feel that educational building is
getting pretty old and worn out. The walls need repainting, the windows
need new curtains, the children need new furniture. Someone even
suggested tearing down the third floor and erecting new rooms.
This problem carries us into the finances of the church. The
commission on Education feels that the church can afford to make all
these changes. But the difficulty is that members have not fulfilled
their offering pledges. And the members have not done so because they
feel the money is not being spent the way they want it to be spent.
Here we come in the domain of the Home. Most of the members have
children in the Sunday School and they are interested in the Christian
Education of their children. So this new plan was thought out. Each
adult class is being now requested to sponsor one children's class.
As the Sponsor Group, that class will be responsible for making all the
changes and improvements that its children's classroom needs. The
group will decide on how much money they need, how it will raise the
money they need, and how it will spend it. This has created a stir of
enthusiasm among the parents and the plan has been unanimously and
wholeheartedly accepted. This is one of the unique ways by which
Pattillo has succeeded in arousing the interest of parents and thus
strengthened the relationship between the Home and the Church School.
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At the beginning of every quarter a small portfolio is sent to
each home by turns for a week through the child. In this little case
contains all the program material for that quarter. In a letter the
parents are urged to go through it carefully, and to cooperate with the
Sunday School through the week by helping their child do the assignments
and family devotions. 'The Christian Home' the main Methodist monthly
periodical is being given to parents at a very low cost to help toward
this cooperation.
Parents are invited on special occasions like Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Easter, a Special Movie, a Special Program. It is very
gratifying to see the good response, but there is scope for a better
response.
The teachers call the parents on the telephone every week and
encourage them to continue to send their children.
It is very essential that parents and teachers know each other
personally. Christian Education of the child is a partnership affair.
Parents and teachers need each other. The parents' relationship with
the child is long term and intimate and therefore the most influential
of all relationships. The teachers' influence is effective because
they are not members of the family. Thus they supplement each other
by working together.
The telephone in the United States is a great blessing, convenience
and a time-saver. But many times we overuse it. A personal call in the
child's home would be much more effective, helpful and meaningful if
the teachers would only make up their minds to do so.
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The New Curriculum
Henry M. Bullock, Editor, Church School Publications of the
Methodist Church made the announcement of the ushering in of the New
Curriculxom in very carefully chosen words;
"Dear Church School Worker;
You hold in your hands a brand new piece of Church School
litsi’sture. It is one of a whole new family of curriculum materials for
Methodist Children. In many respects these materials are different
from any you have had before. We think they are more beautifully
designed and can be more useful than any you have had before. The
time you take to learn to use them effectively will be time well spent -
for you, for your boys and girls, for God's kingdom.
You can realize how sweeping the changes are when you
know that we doubled the number of editors of children's publications
and bought two half million dollar presses to do the jobj But the
most important differences represented by these new materials are deeper
than color printing and expert artistry.
The new materials are beamed at boys and girls maturing
more rapidly and capable of learning more of the Christian faith and the
Bible than formerly.
For five years dedicated workers have been making a restudy
of the Bible to find how best to teach its great truths to children of each
age level.
For five years they have been seeking a deeper knowledge of
the needs and abilities of children and of the ways children learn, so
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the materials may give the fullest help possible in knowing and living
the Christian faith and life.
One thousand twenty-two church school teachers and observers
from every region in the United States experimented with the new units
in their classrooms and made detailed suggestions for inclusion in the
final printed materials.
Project Profile, a vast research project, was developed.
All Methodist pastors were invited to report the situation and needs of
their church schools. This information has guided the kinds of material
ready for you.
Teams of writers, often two for each course of study, were
brought to the Editorial Division headquarters in Nashville for writers'
conferences. The writers were chosen because of their special knowledge
of the Bible, of the Christian faith and of the church, as well as their
knowledge of children and how they learn. Many had taught their units
experimentally. In the writers' conferences they planned together with
the editors, studied reports from all experimental teaching of their
units, and started their work with editorial help. Then continued the
long, careful process of writing, rewriting and editing.
At last artists were at their drawing boards and photographers
were busy taking pictures to illustrate the new materials. After pages were
planned, type set, proofs read, and thousands of details settled, the
materials for Christian Studies for Methodist Children were coming from
the presses.
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And now you have in your hands--the results of the vast
efforts.,.. Hopefully you have been readied for this day by workshops
and planning in your conference, district and church.
The task is now yours, , . . You too need the Holy Spirit
to guide and empower you. As you begin, spend ample time in studying
your Bible, following the suggested plans...and seeking God's guidance.
God bless you,"^®
Two series of materials are available for use with elementary
children - one in churches with fewer children, the other in churches
with more children. The two series are called Wesley and Asbury. Both
contain the same unit themes but use a different publication pattern.
The Wesley Series is published in a two-year cycle. The Asbury Series is
published in a three-year cycle. The chart* will help to indicate the
groups of the unit themes in both series.
All teachers' books have the following features;
General Enrichment Articles. Identical articles are found in
all children's division teachers' books, providing inspiration
and understanding for every leader.
Age Level Articles. Information and inspiration related to the
needs and interests of children at the age-level for which the
guide is planned.
^^General Board of Education, Methodist Church, The Methodist
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Complete easy to use Sunday by Sunday help for teaching, includes
'how to do' and 'what to do'. Plans for other Sessions. The Wesley
Series for Elementary children contains suggestions for additional study
sessions and informal sessions.
Leadership Resources
Suggestions for Mission Study, the counseling teacher, children's
work council, home and church relationships, helping the exceptional
child, book reviews, audio-visual reviews.
Pupil Progress Chart




On pages to make the book more useful and attractive.
Large Page Size
8% by 11 inch. Allows for a greater variety of pictures, stories
and other features.
Activity Pages




Basic music suggested and printed in pupils' books.
Story Papers
These include fictional. Biblical, biographical and child life
stories. They also contain worship aids - poems, Scripture selections
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and meditations, the life and work of the church in picture and story.
Bible background, fun, special days, science, activity, letters to the
editor. Parents' pointers, book reviews are some other special features.
Class Teaching Packets
Each packet has a variety of resources;
Large Teaching Pictures
Size 12 X 17 inches in full color. Usually one great masterpiece
in full color and several black and white action photographs.
Filmstrips
Short, ten to fifteen frame filmstrips, slipped flat into the
packet for easy shipment, in some packets.
Plastic Records
Small seven inch 33 1/3 rpm thin, flexible phonograph records are
included in some packets.
Other Resources
Bible verse cards, maps, time lines, hymn charts, mobiles, symbol
charts, reading plays, information cards, rebus stories, dioramas,
triptychs, unfinished murals, cardboard models, creeches and other items
are included according to need, to stimulate children's interest, research
and to foster the best kind of teaching.
Highlights of The New Curriculum
Curriculum is defined in Foundations of Christian Teaching in
Methodist Churches as "the overall plan or design for providing particular
types of experiences that, it is hoped, will bring the pupil into the
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presence of God and encourage him to respond to God in faith, love and
understanding."^^
Christian Studies for Methodist Children is a series of curriculum
materials. It becomes a curriculum because it encourages the church to
combine the use of these materials with the following important parts of
a total curriculum plan: in order to be able to provide the above
mentioned experience:
- The supporting witness and fellowship of Christian parents and
church members.
- An adequate number of trained leaders.
- A plan of grouping for most effective learning.
- The best use of available space.
- Materials, resources, equipment.
- An adequate record and enrollment system.
- A plan of organization and supervision.
Group Teaching or Team Teaching
Group teaching is the name given to any situation where two or more
teachers together plan, teach and evaluate the teaching-learning process
in relation to a group of boys and girls. The teachers cooperate,
distribute responsibilities and supplement each other. Specially in
the case of an absence the work can go on smoothly without any inter¬
ruption. One member usually becomes the chairman or the lead-teacher
^^Board of Education of the Methodist Church, Foundations of





The counseling teacher usually does not actually teach but counsels
the group of teachers in planning thus encouraging them to do their
best. Generally there is one counseling teacher for a set of two
classes. The counseling teacher is a guide who keeps the teachers in¬
formed about new literature, audio-visual materials and makes constructive
suggestions.
Promotion Day
Heretofore the Promotion Day of the Sunday School used to be
sometime in Spring. This created some confusion in the minds of the pupils
about the classes they should attend because they were still in the same
old classes in public schools. The quarters and seasons of the literature
also did not suit this arrangement.
So now the Promotion Sunday will be the last Sunday in August and
the first Sunday in September begins the new classes in Church School
and the same week in the publis schools too. The calculation of the age
of children also is so made that it will coincide with their public
school system.
The first quarter begins in September - which emphasizes the
Thanksgiving. The second quarter deals with the whole theme of
Christmas without breaking it into two parts. So also the third quarter
deals with Easter and the fourth with Summer and Vacation Church School.
This arrangement is certainly a great improvement.
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Parent Guide Books
Colorful, magazine-styled books are planned to help guide couples
as they prepare for the birth of a child and for parents in the Christian
nurture of their children. The Christian Home Magazine and the Together
Magazine are specially being tied in with the theme and purpose of the
new curriculum material.
Ways of Helping Children Learn
As I continue to use this new material I realize more and more
that very special attention and effort has been given to using ways and
means that will really make the Sunday School experience a rich and
meaningful one to the children. These activities ways have been chosen
after great thought. The suggestions in each Sunday's lessons are so
vivid and constructive that for an intelligent and dedicated teacher
they open up a whole new vista of a challenge to involve these children
in this whole experience of the teaching-learning process.
Dramatization
It provides an opportunity for them to identify with certain
characters whose roles they assume thus helping them to see situations
from another's viewpoint. In a session on India, the children had
planned a little play. I was invited to attend the rehearsal. They
observed keenly the way I was dressed. My hair, my sandles, my jewelry--
and through these associations was brought home to them the 'Fatherhood
of God' and the 'Brotherhood of Man',
Later elementary children love 'role-playing' which is a very
effective way of working at a problem in human relationships. Present
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a problem and let the children make spontaneous reactions. This provides
a very effective starting point or elucidation of a problem.
Children who are too timid to dramatize or role-play, enjoy
manipulating a puppet and being the voice in the background. The
puppets that look crude to the adults are real to the children. Puppets
are very easily made with paper sacks, paper mache, rags, etc.
Choral-reading
"Choral reading is the reading aloud, by a group, of a Bible
passage, poem, or other piece of literature in such a way which makes
clear and impressive the message it is meant to convey."^®
I have found in my observations that choral reading has been very
meaningful in reading some important or central Bible verses of the lesson
and for learning the hymns.
Music
Life without music would be monotonous and dull. Music and rhythm
are inherent and natural to human life, rather the whole creation is full
of music. All we need are the ears that listen and the minds and hearts
that appreciate in such a way as to help us realize the great capacity
given to us by God for the expression of the mind and will. Singing,
listening to music and creating music - all or at least one of these
can be enjoyed by all. It is amazing to discover how much children can
create in the form of poetry, or how much they can appreciate and learn.
^^Ladonna Bogardus, Workers with Elementary Children (Nashville:
Board of Education, Methodist Church, 1964), p. 37.
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It is for the genuis of the teacher to utilize this wonderful way for
imparting the love of God to these children and help them grow.
Creative Writing
This is another way of giving tangible form to one's thoughts
and feelings. From the early elementary stage when children learn to read
and write they like to use this talent and coupled with a well guided
mind they can create wonders writing litanies, prayers, stories are
some examples which they enjoy.
Posters, Displays and Exhibits
These help boys and girls organize their ideas. After a special
course they love to display what they have studied and to share their
ideas with others.
Visits and Field Trips
Trips and visits may be for fun or for information. An informal
visit even to the pastor in the church building is a great source of
building the right relationships. Field trips take the children to the
actual situation and make the ideas as real as words can never do.
Audio-Visual Materials
Again these are the best tools for making things and ideas real
and effective in the absence of the real situation. They can easily
bridge the gap between time and space.
Creative Art
Children enjoy nothing more than handling and using crayons, magic
markers, paints and brushes, clay. These are the media which truly give
them an opportunity to create; to be creative. They also like to
create by means of cutting and folding paper or poster or cardboard.
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These again will help to make the stories and events come alive and
effective.
Service Projects
Activities planned by the children and carried out by them help
them to assume their responsibility in the mission of the church. These
could be in the form of time, talent, money or gifts in kind.
Worship
Through a well planned and appropriate worship experience the
children may feel the presence and nearness of God. They may have
an experience of forgiveness and reassurance with their friends or
family members. Worship may also bring an awareness of beauty, meaning
to mysteries such as new life and death. Worship can be most meaningful
often when it is spontaneous, but only if the teacher is alert enough
to catch that right moment.
frequent Evaluations
1. By teachers and pupils together. How are we progressing with our
service project, drama, the peep show, the exhibits and so on. Are we
working toward a purpose? Do we need to change our plans? Why? What
changes should we make? Questions like these would set the group to
serious thinking and make the sessions meaningful.
2. By teachers. It is very important for teachers to get together
a few minutes after each session and then after each unit to evaluate
what has happened. Questions like these would help: Did we achieve
our purpose? If not, why? What should we have done? Were the
activities purposeful? Did the children enjoy? Did each child participate?
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Was there any evidence of Christian growth? What? Was there adequate
provision for worship? Was it meaningful?
The Department Superintendent
The second year students of the MRE class are required to do field
education in a church. This year is usually spent in gaining experience
in Administration and Supervision, When I approached the minister at
'Pattillo' he was most willing to accept me as a student worker in his
church and in accordance with my interest I was asked to be the Associate
Superintendent of the Elementary Department.
This was going to be first experience as an administrator in a
large church. I set to reading and making myself familiar with the
meaning, duties and functions of the departmental superintendent. This
helped me to understand and get into the job right away.
The Departmental Superintendent of course is one of the administra¬
tors of the Church School. "The best way to understand good administra¬
tion is to see it in action. Good administration is the ingredient that
makes our democratically developed plans work....Good administrators
make their services less and less necessary as those with whom they
work become more and more able. Administration is not merely a chain
of commands; but persons at work, learning and practicing the will of
the Lord. Leaders are involved. ,. The administration faces the task of
41
setting up situations which cause persons to understand and to grow."
^^Walter Towner, Guiding a Church School (Nashville; The Abingdon
Press, 1963), pp. 91-92,
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Supervision in the Church School means wise helpfulness rather
than inspection and judgment because all are learners together -
pupils, teachers and supervisor. The teacher tries to set up situations
in which the pupils will change through personal involvement. Likewise
the Supervisor tries to set up situations in which the teacher will
change through personal involvement.
What then should be the qualifications of a person who can do
the above? "A departmental Superintendent needs two primary qualifications
in addition to a Christian character - the ability to lead and the ability
to follow. He leads his own department and follows the general Superin¬
tendent."^^
He should have the ability to cooperate and a specialist on the
age level with whom he plans to work. The departmental Superintendent
should have a knowledge of educational philosophy and methods and be
willing to stay abreast of the changing educational methods and techniques.
His attitude toward the teachers should be so undergirded with love and
understanding that he will win their confidence to share their problems
and successes.
The primary responsibilities, functions and duties of a departmental
Superintendent could be listed as:
1. Organization
2. Administration
^^H. W, Byrne, Christian Education for the Local Church (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Zondervan Pub, House, 1963), p. 178.
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3. Supervision, Observation, Counseling.
4. Grading and Grouping
5. Enlistment and Training of Teachers.
6. Evangelism and attendance
7. Records
8. Curriculum
9. Program of Departmental Worker's Conference
10.Worship.
"The Departmental Superintendent is in a key position --a two-way
channel of administration, helping teachers have their needs met and
helping the general superintendent discover the needs of teachers --
unlocks the door for greater service both teachers and administrators."^^
In the words of Guy P. Leavitt, "Business has what it calls the four
'izes' of good management: Visualize, Organize, Deputize and Supervise.
To these I have added a fifth: Analyse. The Sunday Schbol is the biggest
business on earth and produces the world's finest product - a Christian.
The Superintendent is called upon to employ these 'izes'."^'^ Of course
these words are meant for the general Superintendent, but they are fully
applicable to the departmental Superintendent as well.
It is with these ideas that I entered this great avenue of oppor¬
tunities and responsibilities with great humility and respect. I continued
43j^. Cully, The Westminster Dictionary of Christian Education
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1963), p. 644.
^^Guy P. Leavitt, Superintend with Success (Cincinnati: The
Standard Publishing Co., 1955), p. 5.
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to read, share and pray. I met with the teachers and children in and
outside the class situations, formally and informally. I did this to
get to know each other personally. The teachers opened their classrooms
and their ideas for me to share and learn, for after all I was there to
learnj
I attended two large Leadership Training Schools arranged by the
Area Churches of the Methodist Church. This gave me an opportunity to
meet with workers of other churches and enrich my experience and knowledge
The long range planning sessions for the Mission School and
Vacation Church School were great experiences for me.
Of course it has already been mentioned how I studied the New
Curriculum of the Methodist Church for the children. I feel that this
was one of the most enriching learning experiences for me.
And finally I taught, when a certain class was found to be without
a teacher. This helped me to be prepared with a store of ideas, to be
aware of the unit and its content for all the six classes. Of course,
this taught me that the departmental Superintendent is not a mere
feather in the hat, but someone who has a serious job and responsibilities
This serious responsibility can be done with the help of dedication,
commitment and the right understanding of group relationships and
leadership.
^jTie Superintendent is the leader of leaders but at the same time





'Westside' is a Negro church, while 'Pattillo' is a white church.
With regard to membership 'Westside' is much smaller than Pattillo.
Westside accepts white and other visitors or would welcome them as
members of the church. 'Pattillo' is in a completely white locality
and has never had a Negro member or visitor. But when I started my
field-education there I was assured that Negroes will be welcome. The
Sanctuary and educational division of Westside are almost brand new.
The educational building of Pattillo is becoming quite worn out and
needs repairs. But Pattillo has very adequate equipment, while Westside
has almost none. I feel that the latter is still on its way to building
up its equipment. As already mentioned Pattillo is starting a project
by which the Adult Sunday School classes will sponsor the classes of
children and will be responsible for the necessary purchases or
repairs in the rooms and equipment.
Both the churches are headed by pastors who are true 'leaders'.
They are dedicated to their great task and are loved by the congregations.
The pastor of Westside has but little training, while Pattillo has a
well qualified minister who is a full-time worker. The pastor of
Westside does other work besides this to earn and support his family.
Pattillo has a trained and qualified and paid Director of Christian
Education, while the Director of Religious Education at Westside is a
Public School teacher and is a volunteer worker at her church.
9A
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'Westside' and 'Pattillo' together represent the typical Christian
church. If we look into the history and growth of the Christian Church
two thousand years ago, or any other church in any part of the world,
we find how it begins always with a very very small nucleus. But by
the dedicated witness of the members and the grace of God it continues
to grow from strength to strength.
'Westside' gave me the experience of a small church in action.
Here I learned how with the least of equipment, teaching could be made
effective. Here I learned that even with one child in the class the
teacher should make as much preparation as she would for a large class.
My efforts were rewarded though in a very tangible way. My class grew
from two to thirty pupils. One Sunday at the morning worship when the
invitation to Christian discipleship was given, eleven year old Tony
went forward and accepted Jesus Christ in the presence of the whole
congregation.
Christian Education in the protestant churches has been moving
into a period of tremendous change and development. Church School
curriculum materials are being redesigned on the basis of research
findings, technical development. Social Sciences and a careful rethinking
of the meaning of Christian faith to children and youth. Many new
Christian Education buildings are better designed, more spacious, more
inviting. Equipment is being improved. Leadership is being encouraged
to be more creative.
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'Pattillo' represents an admixture of all the above statements.
It is making an effort to meet all the modern requirements. It is
using the new curriculum for children put out by the Methodist Church,
This new material and the challenge it makes, the inspiration it
breathes is putting new life and spirit into the building and equipment
through the new zeal of teachers, pupils and parents. I have visited
and worshipped with the most modern and affluent churches. Pattillo is
not one of them, but it certainly possesses a little of that inspiring
and courageous spirit which all Christian Educators need.
VIII. THE CHALLENGE
The test of Christian Education lies in what happens to children
at home and in the church. But the rising dropout from Sunday School
during adolescence shows that Christian Education is not succeeding as
it should in involving children to be committed members.
Christian education must be much more than lectures or stories of
two thousand years ago. The Christian church believes in the priesthood
of all believers. The Sunday School and in fact the major work of
leadership in the church is and will be in the hands of volunteer laymen
which I believe is the genius of the protestant church.
Leaders in the church must face the demands of their task squarely
and honestly. They must have a positive growing faith of their own to
share. It comes through seeking, studying, praying, living, sharing,
and examining and re-examining.
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The Christian leaders are like windows with colored glass panes.
As the light passes through the glass it reflects its color. "What
color do we reflect?" Do we reflect Jesus Christ?, is the challenging
question.
It is not possible to give a ready-made blueprint or a pat answer
to all problems but a hope for reassurance and inspiration. Nothing
can bring more joy to a parent or teacher of a young child than to witness
as life's meaning under Jesus Christ is opened to him.
IX. CONCLUSION
In concluding this project report, I draw upon D, Campbell
Wyckoff's'^^ pre-requisites for effective Christian Education. I do
so because his ideas express what I have experienced in my two years
of field education. The following points have been adapted from his
discussion, and are views which I share.
1. Christian Education requires a clear idea of the objective
of Christian teaching and learning. The Christian educators need to
know what Christian Education is and why it is essential,
2. Christian Education requires a church that is truly the
church of Jesus Christ at work.
3. Christian Education requires the cooperation of a Christian
Home,
4. Christian Education requires a church school that is a
real school and a Christian school,
5. Christian Education requires sound instructional material,
method and worker.
6. Christian Education requires a concern for the community.
Campbell Wyckoff, Theory and Design of Christian Education
(Philadelphia, The Westminster Press, 1961), pp. 25-27.
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7. Christian Education requires the kind of building and
equipment which invite people to venture into Christian life.
8. Christian Education requires intelligent, skilled,
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